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Abstract 

Patent examiners and patent attorneys     
closely examine claims to determine whether a       
proposed invention is patentable and whether a       
patent has been infringed [1]. Comparing patent       
similarity could lead to a more interesting analysis if         
it is used to detect potential new entrants and future          
competitors in industry based on the similarity of        
patents they file. We present an application which        
compares patent similarity by creating a pipeline to        
preprocess the claims text, and by using various        
techniques to create vector forms using advanced       
techniques like LSI, LDA and Doc2Vec which can        
be used for similarity analysis. The proposed       
application maps the relative similarity and overlap       
of each patent which can be used for competitor         
analysis to develop business strategy.   

 
1. Introduction 

Companies make strategic decisions based     
on in-depth industry analysis. Analyzing industry      
structure and how industry would evolve is essential        
to determining if an industry is going to be profitable          
over time; thus, it is at the base for any company to            
evaluate if it should enter the industry. This analysis         
is based on Porter’s Five force model. One of the          
forces of this model is competitor analysis and one         
of the key aspects which keep a company profitable         
are the unique products and services it provides        
which are difficult for any company to imitate. Thus,         
to make its products inimitable companies file       
patents. But filing a single patent may not guarantee         
inimitability, thus companies file multiple patents to       
hide the most relevant patent. This makes identifying        
future competitors in the industry particularly hard.       
This problem is particularly interesting because, if       
future new entrants in the industry can be identified         
using patent similarity comparison, such information      
would be useful for taking strategic decisions and        

also to assess the potential profitability of the        
industry. Thus such research would be essential to        
both the companies and the investment firms in the         
market. 

In this project we tried to develop a analysis         
framework which would map various companies at       
distances based on the similarity of patents filed by         
the company. It consists of two stages: 1) develop a          
framework to find similar patents and 2) using patent         
similarity to infer potential market competition. Our       
work in this paper targeted towards first stage.        
Concretely, we used the claims text to capture the         
characteristics of patents and further compare their       
topic similarity.  

2. Background  

The problem of working with patent data to        
compare similarity can be divided into two parts.        
Part 1: extract patent information from the large        
corpus of text data. Part 2: compute various        
measures of similarity to compare semantic      
similarity. Extensive research has been done for       
developing efficient patent retrieval system, patent      
classification, clustering, categorization and    
keyword retrieval [2,3]. Large body of work dealing        
with patent claims analysis also exists[1,4,5]. On       
highlevel, patent similarity can itself be divided at        
two levels: content oriented level and formal       
oriented level [6].  

 
Figure 1 

Two levels of Patent Similarity[6] 
Patent similarity at the formal level can be        

derived and evaluated using NLP and the large text         
corpus. Though extensive research for patent      
similarity detection based on text, citation, claims       
and figures already exists, in this application we        
base our  similarity model on claims text alone. 



 

Another area of research which is relevant       
relates to the choice of the similarity coefficient to         
be used. Multiple similarity coefficients such as       
Jaccard, Sorensen, Sokal & Sneath 2, Kulczynski 1,        
Kulczynski 2, Cosine and Inclusion can be used to         
compare similarity of patents. In case of comparing        
patent claims, it is useful to use a two sided          
similarity coefficient like Jaccard, inclusion or      
cosine [6]. 

For this application, we choose to compare       
patents at the formal level using claims text to         
capture patent characteristics and using cosine      
similarity as the coefficient to compare the patents. 

To compare similarity, patent documents     
need to be represented in a common vector space in          
order to allow computing the similarity measures.       
Traditional information retrieval approach relies on      
bag-of-words set up. Different methods have been       
proposed, either by adjusting the weighting or       
dimensionality reduction. Its major advantage is      
robust performance even on smaller datasets.      
However, the bag-of-words assumption filters out      
word position and phrase level information, which is        
a drag back if documents contain similar tokens but         
are semantically different. Another branch of      
methods maps documents to continuous vector      
space. These methods can capture phrase level and        
word position information. They generally work      
well on large corpus. In this project we explored         
both document representation methods. 

3. Design and Implementation  
3.1 Data 

This application utilizes data available from      
USPTO. All patents are filed in English. The full         
text data is available in both XML and CSV format.          
USPTO has patent data since 1970s available on the         
website which includes data of 7 million patents        
granted and ongoing patent applications. Given the       
time and processing constraints, we used 100,000       
granted patents as our dataset for further analysis.        
Each patent record contains detail regarding: 

● Applicant information 
● Abstract 
● Claims  

● Text describing diagrams  
● References 

The project uses full text patent claims as        
training and evaluation data. We did not include        
other numeric or handcrafted features. This is to        
avoid over relying on non-textual data for machine        
learning performance and also to fully exploit the        
semantic similarity between patent claims. The      
claims full text dataset alone takes up around 30         
gigabyte. Raw data is formatted into pairs of unique         
patent ID and full claim texts before other text         
preprocessing and model building stages.  

The raw claims texts are preprocessed prior       
to any modeling. The documents are separated into        
word token lists. Each token are lower-cased and        
stemmed so that frequent word variations are       
consolidated. Stopwords like ‘the’, ‘of’, ‘for’ are       
removed.  

3.2 Analysis Pipeline 

The analysis methods can be generally      
separated as 2 types: Bag-of-Words (BoW) and       
Continuous Vector Representations. Bag-of-Words    
type of models does not take into account of word          
positions or phrase information (n-gram). It      
computes token frequency in each document. Thus,       
documents with similar word composition are close       
in meaning in this model. We have created several         
different document representations based on     
Bag-of-Words approach. Continuous vector    
representations takes the text and map that to a         
single vector. In this project we focus on exploring         
Doc2Vec [9] method for continuous vector      
representations. With document vectors computed,     
we can use cosine similarity to determine the patent         
similarities. Note that since we only use claims text         
as our input data, there is no golden answer we can           
evaluate the document vectors on, or perform grid        
search in a supervised way. Instead, the quality of         
document vectors (whether they correctly put similar       
patents close in vector space) are assessed       
empirically and visualizations on lower dimensions.      
Having a systematic way of evaluating document       
vectors and further associate with market      
competition will be discussed in our future work.        
Below we describes the different models used and        



 

their implementation detail.  
 

 

Figure 2 
Our processing pipeline 

TF-IDF 
Term Frequency - Inverse Document     

Frequency (TF-IDF) is our basis for all following        
models based on document word counts. We first        
build the dictionary by iterating through the whole        
corpus. The dictionary maps words to token IDs,        
thus speed up computing on keys. Extremely       
frequent or very rare words are removed from the         
dictionary trim down our vocabulary. With 100K       
patents, trimming gives a vocabulary of near 2M        
unique tokens. Based on the dictionary, each       
document is transformed into a Bag-of-Words, with       
a token ID and word count pair format. This word          
count can then get us the term frequency (TF). Each          
term frequency is then weighted by inverse       
document frequency (IDF) to emphasize important      
words that can characterize the document. The       
resulting TF-IDF corpus is a matrix of shape        
(vocabulary size , document count).  

LSI and LDA 
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) and Latent      

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) are techniques to get       
document vectors built on top of our TF-IDF corpus.         
Essentially, they perform dimensionality reduction     
on our TF-IDF matrix to get a smaller matrix with a           
few important topics. The difference being LDA       
considers the likelihood of each topic. The matrix        
decomposition is done similar to PCA (principal       
component analysis) and outputs a matrix of shape        
(topic count , document count). Each document is        
represented as the vector of those few topics. 

Doc2Vec 
Doc2Vec is similar to Word2Vec [12], but       

difference is it tries to represent the whole text         
document as a single vector, which embodies the        
text semantics. The training process concatenates the       
document vector with context word vectors and tries        
to predict the target words in the documents. This is          
similar to CBOW (continuous Bag-of-Words)     
approach where context word vectors are used to        
predict target words, but in this case the document         
vector is part of this. As the context window slides          
through the paragraphs, document vector is being       
updated to capture the characteristics of the whole        
document. In the original paper by Mikolov et. al,         
document vectors are computed on paragraph level.       
In our work, we make the whole patent claim text as           
the document vector, so instead of paragraph       
characteristics, it captures text characteristics of the       
whole patent. 

3.3 Implementations 

Implementations of the models are mainly      
based on Python’s Gensim package[13]. Its simply       
built in API supports preprocessing corpus, building       
dictionary and Bag-of-Words corpus,    
TF-IDF/LSI/LDA corpus and doc2vec training. One      
of the key implementation consideration, given the       
size of our patent corpus, is to process documents         
one by one with Python generators. This avoids        
loading the full text set (30 GB) into memory.         
Luckily, all Gensim classes we needed supports       
generator as input corpus and line-by-line processing       
during runtime. Throughout the modeling stages      
(e.g. BoW to TF-IDF to LSI), we materialized the         
model and the resulting corpus on disk. This allows         
reusing the weights in later stage and avoids losing         
results in case of crashing cloud instances. Lastly,        
the models can be updated given new documents as         
new patents are released. The Bag-of-Words      
approach just needs to update the dictionary and the         
word counts per document. For Doc2Vec, adding a        
new document will append a new vector to the end          
of the matrix. Fixing the word vectors while training         
on the newly added document will get us the new          
document vector. 



 

4. Results and Discussion 

We successfully built an application that      
receives a patent number as input, and returns the n          
most similar patents by patent number (see Figure        
3). 

 
Figure 3 

 
This is one giant step toward our original 

(and ultimate) goal (see Figure 4): 

 
Figure 4 

We want to be able to find similar        
companies based on their patents, and finding       
similar patents is an essential step in that process.         
Unfortunately, this second phase would require      
finding and formatting another dataset, for which we        
have not had enough time. 
 

Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) 
Our LSI model helps us to demonstrate the 

most similar patents as shown below: 
> python demonstration.py 

> patent_number = 3930278 

> 10 most similar patents: 
Patent 3930278: 1.000 

Patent 3982691: 0.850 

Patent 3978539: 0.827 

Patent 4024637: 0.825 

Patent 4026366: 0.814 

Patent 3938206: 0.801 … 

The first one, at 100% most similar, is the         
original patent. But the others can be used to find          
competitors in the market. 

The previous example generated its results      
with an LSI topic model with 100 topics. Here are a           
few sample topics, with words scaled according to        
their weight in the topic [14]: 

 
Figure 5 

Even with a small dictionary of only 17658        
tokens (after filtering), the topics are coherent. 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) 
The LDA model allowed us to use an        

interactive visualization called pyLDAvis[15]. It     
depicts the topics in two dimensions using principal        
component analysis (PCA), and gives an overview       
of the prominent tokens in each topic, among other         
features. This visualization is hosted here      
temporarily. A screenshot has also been included       
below (see Figure 6): 

 

https://storage.googleapis.com/w266_topic_modelling/viz.html


 

Figure 6 

Using a corpus of patent claims gives way to         
clear and intuitive topics, because patents are so        
specific about the materials and technologies      
involved. 

Doc2Vec 
An evaluation check on inferred document      

vector versus all set of similar documents performs        
poorly with Doc2Vec. The results shows the inferred        
vector from the model is not even able to recognize          
itself as similar documents. There are several       
potential reasons for this: 

1. In Doc2Vec’s original work, they trained      
paragraph vectors other than our approach of       
the full patent claim document. Full      
document may not matter much on      
predicting single target words. The training      
stage may be updating mostly on the word        
vectors, not much on the document vectors. 

2. We used embedding size of 160 for each        
document. This may result in a very sparse        
space for our 100k training documents.      
Ideally we would want to use the full patent         
corpus and perform a grid search on which        
embedding size works best. 

3. Not enough training epochs. For each      
document, we trained 50 rounds. That could       
be insufficient for updating the parameters.  

5. Conclusion 

We developed a simple, effective patent      
similarity comparison framework with the following      
workflow: 

Raw claims text → Dictionary → Bag-of-Words  

→ TF-IDF → LSA/LDA 

6. Future Work 

As there is no standard answer for document        
similarity, we are not able to evaluate different        
vector representation methods in this project. One       
way that can help evaluating document vector       
quality is by using patent tags. By checking if         
similar documents suggested by our model are       
overlapping in their tags given by USPTO, we can         

assess the relative performance of each modeling       
methods. Also, we would like to scale the number of          
patents analized from 100k to all 7 million available         
granted patents. 

Other extensions will help infer market      
competition. Additional functionality could be built      
on top that would compares companies to       
companies, not just patents. The same system while        
analyzing multiple patents can be developed and       
used for Inter- and intra-industry comparison of       
patents. Another interesting application could be to       
analyze timelines of similar patent filings and       
eventual entry into the industry. Predictive systems       
can be developed based on stock market price        
comparison, patent similarity scores and product      
portfolios. Each of these additional features can       
make this application an ideal tool for competitor        
analysis and to analyze threat of new entrants in the          
industry which in turn can be used to analyze the          
profitability of the industry and aid in development        
of competitive strategy for firms. 
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